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Cobra Compact
The coldcut™ cobra fire extinguishing system offers a safe attack of an
interior fire and fire gases from an outside position. The high water jet
pressure allows for the cutting abrasive to rapidly penetrate all known
construction materials, allowing an efficient high velocity firefighting
water mist to be applied within the fire compartment.

Cobra Compact. The unit can easily be installed
on a range of different vehicle models.

The coldcut™ cobra compact´s construction is optimized to obtain
maximum efficiency from the integral petrol engine. The compact
design makes it possible to easily install the Cobra Compact on a
range of different vehicle models. Its design also provides for significant flexibility, allowing for smooth changes between air-sea- and
land based operations.

The coldcut™ cobra compact is a cutting extinguisher system (~ 40 lpm and 200 bar) powered by an integral petrol engine
and comes equipped with a Multi-Purpose Nozzle (MPN) as standard. The combination of Cobra and MPN makes it a
very versatile unit. The addition of the MPN broadens the use of the Cobra, and in combination provides an enhanced
ability to manage many different firefighting scenarios more effectively and efficiently, such as: car fires, outdoor fires,
damping down operations, decontamination and foam attack. The MPN nozzle operates by the use of a two-handed
pistol grip, which can provide variable spray patterns. The spray is easily adjusted and in a few seconds, can be switched
from a very narrow jet to a wide cone spray.
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